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Sunset
mod. 2385
design by Pagliaro & Saiano
Colors:
green

The creation of this clock was inspired by a romantic sunset, hence the name. It represents that moment of ending, extremity, rest and peace in a day. It is made of
varnished wood and is shaped in the form of mountains of different sizes and heights where the sun appears and disappears in a 12 hour cycle. It is available in two
chrome finished variations, one with warm shades of colour that represent the sunset in the spring and summer seasons, varying from yellow to orange, The other
version has colder shades and represents the sunset in the autumn and winter seasons, the mountain peaks are white with snow and the colours vary from light to dark
green. Sunset can also be hung, and will enhance any type of environment. It is made of varnished wood with nontoxic paints. It has two quartz movements, battery
run.
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Strong cucù 1
mod. 2270
design by Antonio Farina
Colors:
white and light blue
white and yellow
white and black

Wall or table cuckoo clock composed of two or three bodies in different colors inspired by the labor of man, a contemporary object that is simple but significant,
strong and well defined. A cuckoo clock that aims to inspire us, reminding us that time passes and that we must continue moving, finding the strength and energy to
do what we must. Elements with different sizes and heights, positioned according to a staggered framework, give life to Strong Cuckoo which is made of painted
wood. Battery quartz movement. A light sensor automatically turns off the cuckoo sound in the absence of light.
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Burano
mod. 2065
design by Eloisa Libera
Colors:
purple, orange, green and light blue

Cuckoo clock made in wood. Design and colors recall the houses of the famous Burano Island in Venice Lagoon. Battery quartz movement. The Cuckoo strike is
switched off automatically during the night controlled by a light sensor.
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TuTu
mod. 1720
design by Mattia Cimadoro
Colors:
white
black
red
green

As children many of us played with homemade telephones. Two cans and a string allowed us to communicate at a distance! TuTu is the first cuckoo clock that has
distanced the cuckoo bird from the clock by over two meters allowing them to 'communicate' by means of an electric cable. This ingenious intuition allows the clock
to be arranged in numerous ways. Thanks to two Plexiglas cylinders inserted in the cable the two cubes can be placed at different height, hung from the ceiling or
placed on separate walls. It is made of wood and varnished with non-toxic paint. The battery powered movement has a photosensitive sensor that automatically turns
off the cuckoo sound in the absence of light. It also has a switch to regulate the volume of the cuckoo sound or to switch it off completely.
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Koo Koo
mod. 2095
design by Studio Kuadra
Colors:
white and black
black and orange
black and white

Cuckoo clock made in wood. Battery quartz movement. The Cuckoo strike is switched off automatically during the night controlled by a light sensor.
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CùCùRùKù
mod. 1769
design by Riccardo Paolino e Matteo Fusi
Colors:
oak wood white tree

Simple, elegant, linear but of great impact, a minimalist picture that stands out for its simple design. This is CùCùRùKù, a design item admired for its essential
elegance, created by Riccardo Paolino e Matteo Fusi and among Progetti’s best sellers. CùCùRùKù is a tribute to nature and in particular to the autumn and winter
seasons when the trees shed their leaves. Wood becomes the dominant feature highlighting the prevailing warm colours of autumn that then become cold in winter
with the snow. The cuckoo bird is situated on the longest branch sheltered from the bad weather. The hands of the clock, shaped like the branches, are available in
orange, white or green. Battery quartz movement. The Cuckoo strike is switched off automatically during the night controlled by a light sensor.
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CùCùRùKù
mod. 1768
design by Riccardo Paolino e Matteo Fusi
Colors:
natural wenge orange tree

Simple, elegant, linear but of great impact, a minimalist picture that stands out for its simple design. This is CùCùRùKù, a design item admired for its essential
elegance, created by Riccardo Paolino e Matteo Fusi and among Progetti’s best sellers. CùCùRùKù is a tribute to nature and in particular to the autumn and winter
seasons when the trees shed their leaves. Wood becomes the dominant feature highlighting the prevailing warm colours of autumn that then become cold in winter
with the snow. The cuckoo bird is situated on the longest branch sheltered from the bad weather. The hands of the clock, shaped like the branches, are available in
orange, white or green. Battery quartz movement. The Cuckoo strike is switched off automatically during the night controlled by a light sensor.
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Nido
mod. 2435
design by Nazzareno Ruspolini
Colors:
white
black

Nido is an innovative cuckoo clock designed by Nazzareno Ruspolini. The designer was inspired by the very simplest of our flying friends' homes: a hole in a trunk.
A cylinder cut as if by a woodsman, a small branch and a copper leaf create the elegant and refined image that the designer wanted to convey with this design object.
Perfect for any bookshelf, shelving or surface in the modern or traditional home or office. The copper hands are installed on an angled surface to ensure the clock can
be read from any position. Produced with environmentally-friendly materials and non-toxic paints, the clock is available in either black or white, which both match
the natural colour of copper perfectly. The battery-powered cuckoo has a sensor that ensures it does not sing at night as well as a button to regulate the volume of the
sound or turn it off completely.
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My House
mod. 2420
design by Park Woncheol & Shin Dong Rak
Colors:
black and light wood

The choice of "soft" shapes and "warm" materials like wood make My House a clock that everyone would like to have to accompany us in the passing of time. The
classic house, designed in a modern way by the famous Korean designers Park Woncheol & Shin Dong Rak, host the cuckoo and is available in two versions. In the
black version,the "front" of the house is in light wood, in the other case it is made entirely of wood. The little house is flanked by a shelf that completes, in an
innovative way, the design of a clock suitable for all environments, even those more classic. Produced from materials that are environmentally friendly and painted
with non-toxic paints. The battery operated cuckoo movement has a light sensor that automatically turns off the cuckoo sound in the absence of light. A push button
allows you to adjust the intensity of sound or turn it off altogether.
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